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CMEF 2007 – 2013:
Simpler, more transparent, more efficient?
2nd Meeting of the Member States (MMS)

17 June 2011, from 9am to 1pm
Place: Permanent Representation of the Federal Republic of Germany to the European

Union, Rue Jacques de Lalaing 8-14, 1040 Brussels

Draft 04.07.2011

1 Background to the event
Mr. Alois Bauer from the Permanent Representation of the Federal Republic of Germany to the
European Union and Mr. Gerhard Thissen form the Federal Ministry of Food, Agriculture and Con-
sumer Protection welcomed the more than 35 participants from 21 different Member States and the
European Commission.
It was pointed out that the organisation of the 2nd MMS was one main decision taken during the 1st
MMS: to continue the informal dialogue between the Member States in close connection with the
Evaluation Expert Committee.

2 Presentation Monitoring & Evaluation 2013+:
Concepts and Ideas (ERDF & CF)

Kai Stryczynski from DG REGIO, Evaluation Unit presented the current state of the discussions in
the sphere of DG REGIO (presentation see annex). He pointed out, that the post 2013 system will
be based on output and result indicators. Impact indicators will not be part of the post 2013 system
– the system will be focussed on results because the policy debate emphasises need for:
 Focus on demonstrable results and impacts rather than inputs;
 Concentration to maximise effects and European added value of cohesion policy;
 Strong links with EU2020 objectives;
 Better programming with clearer articulation of strategic objectives;
 More impact evaluation.
 Focus on results an even greater imperative with pressures on public budgets.
In addition it is planned to reduce cross-cutting topics to avoid the “proliferation of topics”. But, if a
programme has a real interest in integrating and implementing cross cutting issues it will be wel-
comed.
The monitoring and evaluation system will be based on aims (“what do you want to change with
the programme?”) and results. As in the running period, single measures will not be defined on EU-
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level. But so called common indicators which are subject to discussions with the Member States
will be introduced. The evaluation will be based more on case studies than in the current funding
period.
A more detailed insight into the current state of discussions concerning M+E in the field of DG
REGIO can be found on DG REGIO Evaluation Network website
http://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/sources/docgener/evaluation/tech_en.htm (see 6th Evaluation
Network Meetings, 14-15/04/2011).

The approach and state of planning caused several questions by the Member States. Most ques-
tions were related to get more details and reasons why to concentrate on results rather than on
impacts.

3 Working Groups
Mr. Sebastian Elbe from the National Monitoring and Evaluation Network Agrarian Structure and
Rural Development Germany presented the themes for discussion stated by the participants when
registering for the 2nd MMS. The topics were clustered into five working groups (WG):
1. WG Methods (focus on impacts, net effects and deadweight)
2. WG Result Indicators (problems and solutions)
3. WG Monitoring (monitoring tables, monitoring systems, demarcation between M+E, simplifica-

tion)
4. WG Benefits, Linkages and Timing of M+E
5. WG Governance and general aspects of M+E
The proposed WGs were discussed and finally three groups were defined:
 Methods (proposed WG 1).
 Monitoring and (result) Indicators (combining proposed WG 2 and WG 3)
 Future of M+E (combining proposed WG 4 and WG 5)
To facilitate the exchange between the participants the plenary was divided into these three work-
ing groups. Nevertheless the working groups were free to discuss what the members wanted to
discuss. Some main aspects from the working groups are presented below.
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3.1 Aspects from the working groups
Notice: Up till now (04.07.2011) we received the minutes from WG “Methods” and “Future of M+E”.
Because of this the documentation of WG “Monitoring” is much shorter. When we get the minutes
from the rapporteurs we will amend this chapter. This final version of the 2nd MMS will be available
on www.men-d.de.

3.2 Working Group Methods
Many thanks to Per Persson (Sw Board of Agriculture) for providing MEN-D with his working group
summary.

3.2.1 General framework for the discussions
For period 2007-2013 CMEF says that an impact indicator in principal shall correspond to a result
indicator after some adjustments. The most important adjustments are assessments of effects of
deadweight, displacement and multiplier effect. These effects are not possible to measure in a
strict statistical way by direct observations. Instead more or less theoretical models or indirect
methods have to be used. Access to extra data is essential.
Signals given from COM say that impact indicators still will be an important element in the evalua-
tion process for next RDP period. Many MS have today problems with assessing impact indicators
and there could be a need to exchange experiences bilateral or in a wider group of countries. This
need is especially strong when the concept of impact indicators will exist many years ahead.
The discussions in the working group focused on general methods for assessing effects of dead-
weight, displacement and multiplier effect. One base for the discussion was to find out what prob-
lems we have in common and what problems are more specific for each MS.

3.2.2 Content of the discussions
The items discussed were separated into the following three main areas.

Figure 1: Main areas for evaluation
Investments sup-
port

Area/animal ba-
sed Project  

to enterprises on going support support  

The areas above do not cover 100% of all kind of RDP supports that exist in all MS but include the
main part.
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The discussion focused mainly on investment support and to some extent area based support.
Methods possible to use for dead weight, displacement and multiplier effect is heavily dependent
on access to appropriate data. The discussion gave a clear picture that the situation in this respect
is different between MS. A tricky part is the assessment of dead weight. Different principal methods
are used which can be summarized in the following figure.

Figure 2: Principal methods for estimating dead weight for investment support to enter-
prises

1.1 Deadweight
basic part
 

      
   

Potential methods
1.1.1 DiD plus
other 1.1.2 Profitability 1.1.3 Surveys
Methods using Criteria    
Control groups     

Methods under 1.1.1 are strongly recommended by COM/RurEval and many MS use these meth-
ods at least to some extent. The working group discussion pointed however to that many countries
see difficulties in the implementation of all kind of methods which demands control groups. It is
difficult to find such groups or representative “twins”.
Some MS use surveys as a tool for assessing dead weight component. Sometimes indirect ques-
tions are asked where the back ground to the investment etc is investigated. The answers are then
used as a background for assessing whether or not an investment should have been made even
without the support.
The basic concept for the profitability criteria is simple. If an investment is economical profitable it
should have been carried out even without support. The profitability criteria could be measured in
terms of the length of the payoff time which sometimes can be read out from the application. One
other option could be to investigate the willingness from a credit institution to provide capital could
also be an indicator.
When using methods 1.1.2 and 1.1.3 for assessing deadweight for indicators “economic growth”
and “productivity” special estimation has to be made concerning influences of changes in market
prices or other factors that are not affected by the investment. This type of deadweight can occur
even if the investment should not have been carried out without support.
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One important difference between method 1.1.1 and 1.1.2/ 1.1.3 is that there is no need for control
populations in the latter case. This simplifies data collection because only the beneficiary popula-
tion has to be covered.
For method 1.1.1 the problems are especially big when it comes to non-agriculture enterprises. In
most MS there is no data available for producing relevant statistics for control groups for non-
agriculture enterprises.
Method problems with measuring dead weight for area based supports are of a different nature
than for investment support to enterprises. Basically one should measure the difference in the
beneficiaries behavior when he gets the support compared to when he does not. Will he stop culti-
vating the land or do it in an appropriate way. No MS gave an indication that they had any good
method for estimating dead weight for area based support.

Other areas than dead weight
How to deal with multiplier effect and displacement were also discussed during the meet-
ing. For multiplier effect some MS have made efforts to make complementary studies to
what is available from research institutes. The problems here seem to be complicated and
little has been said from COM/RurEval how to deal with the problems.
When it comes to displacement the problems are of both principle and theoretical nature.
During the meeting some example were briefly discussed.

3.2.3 Conclusions
There were no special back ground paper prepared for the meeting and the discussion what not in
all parts structured. There was a consensus concerning that a starting point in the evaluation proc-
ess should be what is possible to achieve with available data or data possible to produce in the
frame of evaluation. Methods built on non-existing data or data that is not possible to create is of
no big value. In summary this means that guidelines should not focus on theoretical methods but
on practical oriented methods. In figure 3 the two situations are illustrated.
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Figure 3: Link between Methods and data sources

 

 

 


 
 

The final conclusion of the discussion was that there could be some problems that are of
common interest for MS when it comes to dealing with methods for impact indicators.
During the meeting there was no time to more precise discus what kind of problems this
could be. To find out this there could be of value to go on with MMS in one form or an-
other. There were no discussion on how to organize a possible next meeting but a personal
reflection is that it is essential that material is prepared in advance and that persons from
different MS are ready to present their way of thinking and their practical solutions. Focus
shall be on available data sources and their reliability in the evaluation process.
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3.3 Group Monitoring and indicators
Mentioned aspects were
 Axis 1: Contains the important indicators for the majority of the Member States.
 GVA causes a lot of problems due to data collection difficulties (several sources of

data within different data bases)
 HNV is very difficult to deal with it. Is it important in future, to know more about the

implementation and approaches in the different Member States.
 Simplification: It is necessary to get a clear indication how to get the data (focus on

EU-wide available data sources e.g. EUROSTAT)
 Simplification: Axis 2 indicators need to be simplified (double counting, aggregation

on a yearly basis not cumulative)
 Information: More information about calculation of net effects needed (link to WG

“Methods”)
 Reporting: The number of evaluation question should be reduced and the MTE

should be postponed (min. 1 year). It should also be discussed if the current Annual
Monitoring Reports are needed in the existing extend or if it is possible to reduce
especially to output data only.
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3.4 Working Group Future of M+E
Many thanks to Jamie Brothwell (DEFRA, UK) for providing MEN-D with his working group sum-
mary.

3.4.1 Timing
 In the current system, the Mid-Term Evaluation falls too early to allow a full analysis of results,

while the ex-post analysis falls too late to feed in to the creation of the next programme
 The evaluation cycle must be brought into line with the programming period
 Initial ideas from this working group were to split the MTE into:

 an early-stage process-focussed evaluation (looking at outputs) and;
 a later-stage effect-focussed evaluation (looking at results)

 Further discussion on this split yielded the suggestion that evaluation of process by undertaken
through augmented Annual Reports, with the evaluation of effects being carried out by a MTE
towards the end of the programming period. This would require Annual Reports to be simpli-
fied, with fewer indicators and targets needing to be reported against, to enable MS to use that
time saved to put more work into the process evaluation side of them

 With this new system, there would have to be clarity about the timing and link between strate-
gic reports, mid-term evaluations and annual reports to ensure that there weren’t periods of
high activity that could over-burden MS

 An ex-ante report should focus on assessing what outcomes the programme needed to deliver
and to get a clear picture of which indicators to use based on whether the data was realistically
obtainable by the managing authority

 There was discussion on how to plan evaluation over the programming period. It was sug-
gested that there should be a clear distinction between a small set of mandatory data that
needed to be sent to the Commission within a rigid timeframe and a larger group of data that
could be analysed and utilised by Member States for programme modification over a more
flexible timeframe

 The importance of presenting the evaluation results to the public was stressed in a form that
could be easily disseminated. This would show taxpayers how their money was being used.
Several MS pointed out that they had plans of this sort already, and Mr Leo Maier expressed
interest in seeing them.

 Finally, it was felt that the Commission needed to make clear early on what information they
actually needed to do their pan-European analysis. Delegates felt that some data currently
submitted to the Commission was not actually needed, and simply acted as a burden on all
parties.
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3.4.2 External Linkages to Europe 2020 and other initiatives
 Indicators are originally designed to answer a specific question. If indicators are to be contin-

ued in the next programme, it must be clear that they continue to answer the right question.
 Simplifying indicators and ensuring that the data can realistically be obtained by Member

States is important to linking with indicators for external initiatives
 Ensure complementarity with the Europe 2020 Strategy without being forced to tick boxes and

manufacture artificial, otherwise-useless indicators
 It was suggested that the onus be on getting good indicators for rural development that were

‘Europe 2020-friendly’ (i.e. that performed a clear RD role, but could also additionally inform
external strategy targets)

3.4.3 Governance
 It became clear in discussion that there was a wide range of governance structures and mod-

els, including variance in:
 Outsourcing or inclusion of evaluating function
 Evaluation units separate or combined with implementing units
 Separate programmes for regions, islands, countries and federal units

 Discussion also touched on how closely Pillar 1 and 2 colleagues currently worked together
and the implications that this could have for monitoring across both pillars (with a greened Pillar
1). As above, there was substantial variance, with some MS having one single work unit for
both pillars while others had clearly distinct teams for the two pillars (and, in fact, distinct teams
for the different axes within Pillar 2).

It was noted how important it was to get buy-in from the people implementing the current pro-
gramme when setting up the evaluation of the next programme
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4 Next steps
The presentations of the WG rapporteurs was followed by a short discussion about possible next
steps. All agreed that it is necessary to have small groups to share experiences between the
Member States. A 3rd MMS should be planned to continue and to structure the discussions be-
tween the Member States.

Final Voting
The results of a final voting done by the
participants were positive: The event met
the expectations of the participants and they
voted clearly for a 3nd meeting.
The last open question is, which Member
State will host the 3rd Meeting (see last
question). In the meantime three Member
States expressed their interest and willing-
ness to clarify if one of them wants to be the
host of the 3rd MMS.

Responsible for the minutes:
Dr. Sebastian Elbe (MEN-D; contact: info@men-d.de)
Many thanks to Jamie Brothwell (DEFRA, UK) and Per Persson (Sw Board of Agriculture) for pro-
viding MEN-D with working group summaries
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Annex: Programme of 2nd Meeting
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Annex
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Annex: Sorted Topics based on the Registration
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